Measuring food choice and consumption behaviour with real, fake or virtual food realities – a comparative approach from the RICHFIELDS program
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Purpose
• To present an overview of selected food labs and discuss the options they present for consumer research.
• Strengths & weaknesses of 3 food labs analysed
  – Fake food experiments at the Fake Food Buffet (CH)
  – Real food experiments: "Restaurant of the Future" (NL) and FoodScapeLab (DK)
  – Virtual experiments in the “Restaurant of the Future” (NL) and the FoodScapeLab (DK)

Primary & secondary data
Primary data on “types & amounts” derived from datasets or collected in labs
TradeSync. Number of foods: 100,000
FoodComp. Number of foods: 800 approx
Secondary Nutrition/ingredient data already on file
Case 1: ETH Fake Food Lab

- Can overcome common practical limitations (e.g. high costs, limited availability of suitable infrastructure and the effort of preparing food)
- Uses food replicas to investigate daily food choice (e.g. product choice, portion size choice or meal composition) under controlled laboratory conditions
- Example of studies:
  - Investigation of nutrient and health claims or nutrient information on food choice
  - Nudging effects
  - Educational interventions as well as other manipulations

Case 2: Restaurant of the Future (NL)
Case 2: Restaurant of the Future (NL)

- Real-life canteen with food lab facilities situated at the Campus of Wageningen University and Research Centre
- The canteen consists of a buffet area with counters and a lunch area
- Cameras are used to track visitors’ behavior in the canteen
- Both daily visitors, occasional visitors and one-time visitors can be used

Examples of research topics

- Food purchases (e.g. reactions on price changes or on changes on food labels)
- Tracking of the walking route by use of (tracking) cameras
- Insights in consumption behaviour over longer periods of time
- Impact of changes in the environment (light, sound, smell, position)

Advantages

- The mix of participants (both daily visitors and occasional/one-time visitors)
- Apart from a (semi)natural context for the customers, the Restaurant of the Future provides a combination of opportunities for observational research and changeable surroundings
- Flexibility (The order of the buffet, positioning of the food, lightning, music, scent, price labels and food information are changeable)
- The combination of control over the surrounding, observational methods, and a population that comes in naturally, makes this a distinctive research facility
Case 2: Restaurant of the Future (NL)

**Drawbacks**
- Daily visitors may become aware of changes
- Occasional or one-time visitors may have the bias of not showing habitual behavior and being aware of the research context
- The representativeness of the sample is naturally biased due to the large(r) number of highly educated people at a university campus
- The analysis of camera images is time-consuming
- The set-up gives little freedom to run multiple settings simultaneously, which limits the experimental designs

---

Case 3: AAU FoodScape Lab (DK)

- A real and virtual food lab where behavioral studies can be conducted
- The lab is funded on the idea that it is possible to define foodscape as a conglomerate of food, people and spaces.
- The purpose of the lab is to study the interactions taking place in foodscape.
- The lab is divided into three areas (cooking, serving and eating) depending on the focus of the study.
- The data outcomes are very structured and are interfaced with background data (e.g., food composition databases and ingredient prices).
- In this study, the devices and functionalities used in the lab are related to the intelligent buffet and the foodscape tracking. Both use real food and the virtual food choice simulator.
### Case 3: AAU FoodScape Lab (DK)

**The intelligent buffet**

- Designed to automatically detect food choices under experimental conditions (FoodScapeLab) or field conditions.
- Consists of a traditional buffet, which has been further developed and equipped with scales and sensors.
- Comes in a mobile version and in a stationary version.
- Bracelet sensors detect the subjects. The amounts of food taken from a particular scale are registered and their behaviors are recorded using video equipment.
- Apart from the bracelet, there is nothing unusual and therefore a minimum bias.

**Foodscape tracking**

- Foodscape Tracking technology can be used to track the motion pattern of consumers in micro foodscapes (for instance in order to track choice dynamics around a buffet).
- At the same time, context sensitive questions can be asked background questionnaire. It allows a real time ethnographic approach, where the consumers are asked in the actual behavioral situations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Facility Details</th>
<th>Field situation of Study area</th>
<th>Description of Data Capture = Outcome Measures</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real food</td>
<td>A facility with a cook, eat &amp; serve area</td>
<td>Observer XT, Intelligent Buffet, Heat Mapping, Video Equipment</td>
<td>Purchased data, video of buffet and area, tracking and possibilities, no consumption in food waste</td>
<td>Focusing</td>
<td>Single experimental condition at one moment in time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real food</td>
<td>A canteen with a (real) buffet, counters and a lunch area</td>
<td>Purchase data, video of the buffet and lunch area, tracking and possibilities</td>
<td>A real-life context, context</td>
<td>Data structure, costs</td>
<td>Single experimental condition at one moment in time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fake food</td>
<td>A buffet with replica food items from which subjects choose from</td>
<td>Portion sizes, meal composition, applied knowledge, alignment with dietary guidelines (%GDA, RDA)</td>
<td>Low costs, no cleaning, high controllability</td>
<td>Environment, applied knowledge</td>
<td>No consumption, no food odours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual food</td>
<td>A virtual food environment that can be shaped in any style and where consumer can purchase with “virtual money”</td>
<td>Software/hardware based on decision trees or co-selection, software/hardware based on co-selection, software/hardware based on co-selection, software/hardware based on co-selection, software/hardware based on co-selection, software/hardware based on co-selection</td>
<td>Low cost, easy to set up experiment, no cleaning, easy use fully automatic data capture</td>
<td>Unfamiliarity, unknown validity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion

- New avenues for studying food choice under experimental conditions
- Development and maintenance of such facilities is both knowledge, labour and cost intensive
- Increased cooperation, knowledge sharing and research infrastructure creation would be ways to meet that challenge

The present paper is one of the results from the Workpackage 8 and 10 of the Richfields project. The development of the technical equipment at the Foodscape lab at AAU has been supported by the Danish Agency for Technology, Science & Technology through the dVices4food program. The Virtual Food Choice Simulating devices were developed as part of the Foosions program with the support of the AAU matchmaking program. The Intelligent Buffet (IB & mIB) and the Foodscape Tracker (FT) were developed in cooperation with Michal Dobroczynski, Syscore. The RICHFIELDS program is funded under the H2020 program.